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SYSTEM FOR TESTING ADAPTOR CARD UPON

POWER UP AND HAVING DISABLEMENT,
ENABLEMENT, AND RECONFIGURATION
OPTIONS

FIELD OF INVENTION

This invention relates to the field of data processing

and, more particularly, to improvements in method and
apparatus for automatically initializing a data process
ing system, such as a personal computer, so as to allow

O

the system to be operated when feature cards or adapt

ers have been added to, removed from, or moved within

the computer system.

15

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Commercially available IBM (TM) PS/2 (TM) per
sonal computers constructed in accordance with Micro
Channel (TM) architecture, are provided with a Pro
grammable Option Select (POS) function which is used
to define or provide settings for the assignment of sys
ten resources to a system board and various adapters.
The POS Function is generally described in "IBM Per
sonal System/2 Hardware Interface Technical Refer
ence", First Edition (May 1988), published by Interna 25
tional Business Machines Corporation, to which refer
ence may be had for a more detailed description thereof.
Adapters provide the means by which various data
processing devices or optional features can be con
nected into and operated as part of a personal computer 30
system. Examples of such features are displays, printers,
scanners, etc. In accordance with the above mentioned
architecture, an adapter has a group of programmable

registers, known as the POS registers, which, by con

vention, must store or contain predetermined POS in
formation. Two registers store an adapter ID that
uniquely identifies the specific adapter relative to other
adapters. Four additional registers store an adapter card
enabling/disabling bit and option select data, and two
additional registers store subaddress extensions. Before
an adapter can be used, an adapter description file
(ADF) must be created by the supplier of the adapter.
The ADF contains data necessary for the operation of
the adapter and its related option or device, the data
defining the resources the adapter can use, and the asso 45
ciated POS settings that indicate the resource assign

35

et.

Each system includes a Reference Diskette contain

ing System Configuration utilities or programs that
identify the installed hardware and interpret the system 50
resources (I/O ports or address space, memory address
space, interrupt levels, and arbitration levels) for each
device. Normally, the files on the Reference Diskette
are copied onto a backup copy which is then used to
configure the system. As options are added to the sys 55
tem, the files needed for configuration are merged onto
the backup copy. During configuration, certain files are
needed, the files being an ADF and any necessary
Adapter Description Program (ADP). An option dis
kette is supplied for each adapter and contains the nec
essary ADF and ADP. Such files are merged onto the
backup copy before a new adapter is installed.
An ADF contains various fields of information in
cluding the following: adapter ID; adapter name; the
number of POS registers to be included; an optional 65
field indicating that an adapter option will be specified
next; a prompt keyword; a choice keyword including
the choice name, a POS setting which programs the

2
adapter appropriately, and a resource setting which
identifies the resources used for the particular choice;
and a help keyword.
In accordance with the prior art, a system such as
described above has to be configured when the system
is setup for the first time and thereafter each time an
adapter is added to, removed from, or moved within the
system. When the system is being configured, POS data
is stored in a non-volatile memory. Thereafter, when
ever the system is turned on, a Power On Self Test
(POST) is performed during which the POS data is
retrieved from the non-volatile memory and is used to
establish the system configuration. Such test also recog
nizes when an adapter card is added to, removed from,

or moved within the system. When this occurs all other
feature cards (such as the disk controller adapter) are
disabled in the system, and a display message is sent to
the operator or user indicating that the system must be
reconfigured before it can be further operated.
The obvious drawback of this existing POS sequence
is that the addition of any new card to the system (or
removal from the system, or simply a change of slot)
requires that the system be reconfigured before the
system can again be operational. For example, the re
moval of an asynchronous communications attachment
card will cause the hard disk subsystem to be disabled
(preventing operating system initialization from the
hard disk). Disabling all other devices may not be neces
sary and may not provide the user with the maximum
function possible. This restriction can be removed by
the implementation of the invention which allows the
system to be operated with the features that are not
disabled.

The foregoing describes in general terms the prior art
being improved upon, and such prior art is also believed
to be the most pertinent or relevant to the invention.
However, certain prior art items are also known which
describe inventions useful in configuring data process
ing systems. U.S. Pat. No. 4,070,704- Calle et al, for
AUTOMATIC RECONFIGURATION APPARA

TUS FOR INPUTAOUTPUT PROCESSOR, discloses

a system in which all possible memory, I/O, and proces
sor combinations are attempted, in order to automati
cally reconfigure the system when a bootstrap failure
occurs during system startup.
IBM TDB Vol. 20, No.9, February 1973, pp.
350-3502, discloses a modular relocate schene in

which RAMS are partitioned on a separate card, mod
ule, or chip in such a way that a processor will operate
with or without a card, module, or chip.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

One of the objects of the invention is to provide a

method and apparatus for testing a data processing
system, such as a personal computer, and allowing the
system to be operated without the system being recon
figured, even though an adapter card has been added to,
removed from, or moved within the system.
Another object is to provide a POST which disables
non-video adapter cards that have been added to, re
moved fron, or moved within a data processing system,
and allows continued operation of the system without
requiring reconfiguration.
A further object is to provide a power on test for a

personal computer constructed in accordance with the
IBM Micro Channel Architecture, after which test the
computer can be operated without requiring reconfigu
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ration even though an adapter has been added to,
moved within, or removed from the computer.
Still another object is to provide data processing
system with a power on test function in which all expan
sion slots are checked to compare actual adapter IDs
with IDs stored during a prior configuration, and set
flags in accordance with mismatch errors to allow the
system to disable any slots in which a mismatch occurs.
Briefly, in accordance with the invention, a data pro
cessing system such as a personal computer includes a
Power On Self Test (POST) during which adapter IDs
are checked to determine if any adapters have been
added, moved or removed, since a previous system
configuration. If any adapters have been so altered, the
system is placed in operation with all adapters enabled
except for those which were altered.

s
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15
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FIG. 4 is a flow chart of a portion of the invention;

ing POST, the POS data from table 19 is written in the
respective POS registers of the adapters.
System 10 further includes an adapter enable/setup

DETALED DESCRIPTION
35

accordance with Micro Channel architecture, and re

sides in the manner in which such computer is pro
grammed and operated. It is to be appreciated that such
a computer is complex and includes many components
and devices so that the description provided below is
limited to only those items which are useful in obtaining
an understanding of the invention. System 10 includes a
microprocessor 12, such as a commercially available
Intel 80386 or 80486 microprocessor, the structure and
operation of which are well known to those skilled in
the art. Microprocessor 12 executes programs, stored in
a random access memory (RAM) 14 and a read only
memory (ROM) 17 and controls the general operation
of system 10.
System 10 also includes a circuit or bus network 15
operatively interconnecting the various elements of the
system. A CMOS (complementary metal oxide semi
conductor) RAM 16 is connected to and backed up by
a battery 18 and provides a non-volatile storage in a
table l9 of information used in the invention as de

ers", "adapter cards", "feature cards", and "cards" are
synonyms used interchangeably herein. Each different
connector has a unique slot number Sx, the illustrated
connectors being assigned slot numbers S0-S(n-1). A
video adapter 20 is plugged into slot S1 of connector
CC2 and is connected to a display 22. A feature adapter
24 is plugged into slot S0 of connector CC1 and is con
nected to a feature 26. The remaining connectors are
empty, i.e. not connected to any adapter, and allow
additional features to be added. Each adapter has a
register A for storing an adapter ID that uniquely iden
tifies the type of adapter, and registers B that store an
enabling/disabling bit and POS data, such registers
being respectively indicated by the references 20A,
20B, 24A and 24B in FIG.1. These registers correspond
to and are known as the POS registers 0-7 as defined by

30 the above-mentioned Micro Channel architecture. Dur

tion.

Referring now to the drawings, and first to FIG. 1,
the invention is embodied in a personal computer sys
tem 10, such as an IBM PS/2 computer constructed in

also known as expansion connectors and provide the
means by which various devices or optional features
can be added to the system. Such connectors are de
signed to receive adapters or printed circuit boards

having edge connectors thereon, the adapters being
plugged into slots in the connectors. The terms "adapt

and

FIG. 5 is a flow chart of another portion of the inven

or default value of FFFF(Hex) is stored.
Bus network 15 is further connected to a plurality of
channel connectors CC1-CCn. Such connectors are

DRAWINGS

Other objects and advantages of the invention will be
apparent from the following description taken in con
nection with the accompanying drawings wherein:
FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram of a data processing
system embodying the invention;
FIG. 2 is a flow chart of a portion of the prior art
being improved upon;
FIG. 3 is a flow chart of another portion of the prior
art being improved upon;

4.

into the corresponding slot and connector at configura
tion time, or a pseudo adapter ID indicating that such
slot and connector are empty and have no adapter
plugged therein. If a slot is empty, a pseudo adapter ID

45

register 28 connected to bus network 15. Register 28 is
an eight bit register in which the bits are numbered 0-7.
Bits 0-2 are address bits identifying the connectors by
their slot numbers. Bit 3 enables or disables a card setup
signal. When enabled during setup, bit 3 allows reading
to and writing from the card located in the slot ad
dressed by bits 0-2. Bits 4-6 are not used. Bit 7 is used
to activate a channel reset signal sent to all connectors.
Register 28 is used to scan or search through all the slots
or connectors and read the actual adapter IDs of all
adapters plugged into such slots. If a slot is empty, the
adapter ID read operation returns a pseudo adapter ID
of FFFF(hex), indicating that the slot is empty.
PRIOR ART POST OPERATIONS

55

The structure and operation of the system as thus far
described is in accordance with the prior art, and it is
felt that, for a better understanding of the invention, a
short description of the prior art POST operation is
useful. At the start it is assumed that the system has been
correctly configured previously and that power was
turned off. When system 10 is subsequently turned on,
the prior art POST routine is executed. Such routine
performs many different functions and only those neces
sary to understand the invention will be described. At
some point, the POST routine performs the operations
shown in FIG. 2. Step 40 initializes register 28 by set
ting bits 0-2 thereof to "O' to indicate the address of the
first slot in the system. Step 42 then sets bit 3 of register
28 to the setup mode thus allowing step 44 to read the
adapter ID from the card in slot S0. As illustrated, such
action would read the ID of feature adapter 24. Step 46
reads from table 19 the adapter ID from the entry corre
sponding to the same slot number, and the two IDs thus

scribed hereinafter. Table 19 contains a plurality of
entries corresponding in number to the number of ex
pansion connectors or slots in the system. The position
in the table of each entry corresponds to the slot num 60
ber for such entry. Each entry contains a first field for
storing a two byte configured adapter ID, a second field
indicating how many bytes of POS data are in a third
field, and a third field for storing the POS data defining
the system resources assigned to the adapter identified 65
in the first field. During configuration of the system, the
appropriate entries are stored in table 19. A configured
adapter ID is either the actual ID of an adapter plugged read are compared in step 48. If they are the same, step

5
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50 reads the corresponding POS data from table 19 and
writes it into the appropriate POS registers B of the
adapter. Step 52 determines if all slots have been so
analyzed. If not, step 54 sets register 28 to the next slot
address, and the loop is repeated.

5

If step 48 determines there is a mismatch, step 58 logs

6
user to rerun the IBM setup utility (from the reference
diskette) before the adapter cards of the system are
allowed to be operational. Once reconfiguration has
been performed, the system can be restarted and the
operating system loaded from disk.
THE INVENTION

such determination as indicating an ID mismatch error
has occurred. The mismatch would occur when there is

A mechanism is provided which records which slots
contain feature cards or adapters with IDs that cor
rectly correspond to the IDs in POS table 19. This
mechanism also identifies which slots generate an ID
mismatch error. To be able to correctly identify which

a different adapter in the slot than when last configured,
when there is an adapter in the slot when there was O
none when last configured, or when there is no adapter
in the slot when there was one at the last configuration.
Step 58 passes control to step 52. After all slots have slot or slots are involved in a card ID misnatch, a word
been checked, the POST routine continues further op 101 of RAM 14 is used. This word is referred to as
erations in step 56. Later, step 60 checks to see if an ID s SOTFLAG. Each bit in SLOTFLAG 10 corre
mismatch error occurred. If none did, control is passed sponds to a different slot. Any unused bits can be re
to step 62 and the POST routine completes as normal served for expansion. The original functions of FIG, 2
and finally passes control to step 64 which then boots up are modified to support the SLOTFLAG designator.
the operating system and allows step 65 to operate the This modification is shown in F.G. 4.
When a card slot is found to have a feature card with
system with all the optional features.
If an ID mismatch error occurred, step 60 branches to an ID that does not match the ID stored in table 19, the
step 66 (FIG. 3) which turns off all the adapters in the bit position corresponding to the failing slot is set in
system. Steps 70-78 then search through the adapters in SLOTFLAG, The functions of FIG. 3 are modified as
the system until the video adapter 20 is located and step shown in FIG. 5 to use the SLOTFLAG designator.
74 iteratively turns off all slots other than the video 25 This allows for all correctly configured slots to remain
adapter slot. When the video adapter is found, step 80 enabled if a correctly configured video card is present.
initializes it thereby allowing an error message to be All correctly configured slots will remain enabled if no
sent to the display 22 informing the user of the need to video card is present. If a video card is found which also
reconfigure the system. Step 80 passes control to step 82 caused a card ID mismatch error, then all slots but the
which then finishes off whatever other POST opera 30 video slot are disabled. This disabling insures that no

tions need to be done, and control passes to step 84 to
send a message to the user indicating a need to reconfig
ure the system. The system is then reconfigured by

powering up the system with the Reference Diskette in
step 86 and running the system automatic configuration
program in step 87.
Such prior art operations can be summarized as fol
lows. A POS phase of POST is performed or executed
during which each feature slot in the system is individu
ally placed into card setup mode. Card setup mode is a
special state (as described by the IBM Micro Channel
Architecture) which allows a system feature to be con

addressing conflicts occur.

35

FIGS. 4 and 5 show the improved operations of the
invention. Those operations which are the same as those
of the prior art are indicated with the same references as
used in FIG. 2 and 3. New steps are indicated with
references 100 and higher. Referring now to FIG. 4,
POST routine 32 begins the improved operation with
step 100 accessing SLOTFLAG 101 and clearing it by
setting all bits to indicate that no adapter has been
added, removed or moved. Except for step 102, all the
remaining steps in FIG. 4 occur as in the prior art pro
cess previously described. Step 102 occurs when there
is an ID mismatch error and it sets or marks the bit in
SLOTFLAG 101, which bit corresponds to the slot

figured via software. Each feature card can present its
card ID when it is placed in card setup mode. This card
ID is read by POST and compared to a value in a table 45 number where the error arose, to indicate an error oc
stored in the non-volatile memory, which table is estab curred in such slot. Later, as result of such error having
lished when the system setup utility is executed. This been logged in step 58, step 60 branches to step 66 (FIG.
table has the card ID and POS data information for
5).
each feature card slot in the system. If the card ID read
Step 66 first disables all the adapters. Then, a series of
from the feature card does not match the card ID stored SO steps places all the adapters in a setup node and either
in the non-volatile memory table then an ID mismatch enables or disables such adapters in accordance with the
error is logged and no further action is performed on non-occurrence or occurrence of an ID misnatch asso
this particular feature card slot. When the IDs do match ciated therewith. For a non-video card, step 104 checks
then the POS data from the non-volatile memory table to see if the corresponding SLOTFLAG bit has been
is programmed into the adapter card. By programming 55 marked. If it has not been marked, step 106 enables such
the POS data into the adapter card, the card is config adapter. If it has been marked, step 106 is bypassed
ured.
leaving such card disabled from step 66. If the card is a
Later in POST, the ID mismatch error flag is video card, step 108 checks to see if the corresponding
checked to see if an ID mismatch error occurred. If an
SLOTFLAG bit has been marked. If such bit has not
ID mismatch error occurred, then all slots are disabled 50 been marked, step 110 enables all other correct slots. If
and POST searches for a video adapter. All slots are the bit in SLOTFLAG corresponding to the video card
disabled to insure that no addressing conflicts occur if has been marked, step 108 branches to step 112 which
the video adapter is found and enabled. A video turns all other cards off. Then, steps 80-87 are per
adapter, if present, must be initialized to insure that formed to reconfigure the system. After all slots have
error messages are displayed to the user. If a video 65 been checked, and upon completion of step 110, control
adapter is found only the slot that contains the video passes to step 82 where any remaining steps of the
adapter is enabled. This scheme leaves all cards turned POST are performed and a message is sent to the user in
off (except for a possible video card). This forces the step 114 recommending that the system be reconfigured
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in order to get the full function from all adapters. The
user can then choose to reconfigure the system by steps
86 and 87 or operate the system in step 116 using only
those adapters that are enabled. Step 116 can not be
done with the prior art system described above.
In summary, the invention enhances system operation

5

in the situation where feature cards have been added to,

removed from, or moved within the computer system.
For minor changes, such as a printer port addition, no
loss of system function is experienced. All previously
operational feature cards will continue to be so. Before
the invention, the system would have no operational
cards except possibly the error path video adapter and
hence be unusable until reconfiguration.
It should be apparent to those skilled in the art that
many changes can be made in the details and arrange
ments of steps and parts without departing from the
scope of the invention as defined in the appended
claims.
What is claimed is:

O wherein:

said bits in said test result flag correspond in number
to the number of said slots, each bit corresponding
to a different one of said slots.
3. A data processing system according to claim 2
15

20

1. In a data processing system (DPS) having a plural
ity of expansion slots for receiving a plurality of adapter
cards by means of which a plurality of different types of
hardware devices can be connected into said system;
each adapter card having registers for storing (1) an

25

adapter ID uniquely identifying such card, (2) an en
abling bit controlling enablement and disablement of
such card, and (3) programmable option select (POS)
data defining system resources assigned for use with
such adapter card and device connected thereto; a mi
croprocessor; a memory system for storing an operating
system; a bus network interconnecting said slots, said
memory system and said microprocessor; and a non
volatile memory connected to said bus network for 35
storing POS information including (1) configuration
IDs indicating which adapter cards are configured with
which slots, and (2) said POS data for each adapter
card, said POS information having been stored in said
non-volatile memory when said DPS was most recently
configured; the improvement comprising:
memory means for storing a test result flag, said test
result flag comprises a plurality of bits, each bit
being selectively settable;
power-on test means connected to said network and 45
operative, upon said data processing system being
powered on, to scan said slots, to determine if any
adapter card has been changed by addition to or
removal from a slot, and to set said test result flag;
selection means operative, as a result of said test re 50
sult flag being set, to present a user with a choice of
either reconfiguring said DPS or placing said DPS
in normal operation, when an adapter card has
been changed; said test means is operative
to compare all configuration IDs stored in said non 55
volatile memory with all corresponding adapter
IDs read from corresponding slots and detect
whether or not a card has been changed,
to set said bits of said test result flag in accordance
with the results of said comparing and indicate a
match or a mismatch between each configuration
ID and corresponding adapter ID, and,
in response to the status of said bits in said test
result flag,
to disable an adapter card when the corresponding 65
bit indicates a mismatch,

to enable an adapter card when the corresponding
bit indicates a match,

and, after enabling an adapter card, to load corre
sponding POS data into such adapter card so
that such adapter card is usable after said operat
ing system is booted up;
and means operative, in response to a user choosing
to place said DPS in normal operation, to boot up
said operating system and thereafter run said DPS
without reconfiguring said DPS.
2. A data processing system according to claim 1

wherein said selection means scans all of said bits in said

test result flag and presents the user with said choice
when one of said bits indicates a mismatch.
4. A data processing system according to claim 3
comprising a video adapter card connected to a display
for visually presenting said choice to the user.
5. The method of operating a data processing system
(DPS) having a plurality of expansion slots for receiv
ing a plurality of adapter cards by means of which a
plurality of different types of hardware devices can be
connected into said system; each adapter card having
registers for storing (1) an adapter ID uniquely identify
ing such card, (2) an enabling bit controlling enable
ment and disablement of such card, and (3) programma
ble option select (POS) data defining system resources
assigned for use with such adapter card and device
connected thereto; a microprocessor; a memory system
for storing an operating system; a bus network intercon
necting said slots, said memory system and said micro
processor; and a non-volatile memory connected to said
bus network for storing POS information including (1)
configuration IDs indicating which adapter cards are
configured with which slots, and (2) said POS data for
each adapter card, said POS information having been
stored in said non-volatile memory when said DPS was
most recently configured; wherein said method com
prises;
storing a test result flag in said memory means, said
test result flag comprising a plurality of selectively
settable bits;

scanning said slots when said DPS is powered on, to
determine if any adapter card has been changed by
addition to or removal from a slot, and setting said
test result flag when at least one of said cards has
been so changed;
presenting a user with a choice, as a result of said test
result flag being set, of either reconfiguring said
DPS or placing said DPS in normal operation;
in response to the status of said bits in said test result
flag,
disabling an adapter card when the corresponding
bit indicates a mismatch,
enabling an adapter card when the corresponding
bit indicates a match,
and, after enabling an adapter card, loading corre
sponding POS data into such adapter card so
that said adapter card can be used after said oper
ating system is booted up;
and booting up said operating system, in response to
a user choosing to place said DPS in normal opera
tion, and thereafter running said DPS without
reconfiguring said DPS.
6. The method according to claim 5 wherein said bits

in said test result flag correspond in number to the num

9
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ber of said slots, each bit corresponding to a different
one of said slots; and said method comprises

ID and corresponding adapter ID.
7. The method according to claim 6 comprising scan
ning all of said bits in said test result flag and presenting

comparing all configuration IDs stored in said non

volatile memory with all corresponding adapter
IDs read from corresponding slots to detect
whether or not a card has been changed, and
setting said bits of said test result flag in accordance
with the results of said comparing to indicate a

10
match or a mismatch between each configuration

s

the user with said choice when one of said bits indicates
a mismatch.

O
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50
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65

8. The method according to claim 7 comprising con
necting a video adapter card and a display to one of said
slots, and visually presenting said choice on said dis
play.

